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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A rather important part of the literature dedicated to radicalisation within the prison environment is largely based on the underlying assumption that prison and prison's experience are essentially a crucial place and moment in the causal and mechanical chain leading to extreme violence.

Path to militant activities is a long and complex one, involving the coalescing of a range of factors where one’s experience of incarceration might be of paramount importance. Yet, if the experience of jail can surely push someone over the edge, it can also discourage someone from taking any further action.

Quite surprisingly, recent studies on prison radicalisation rarely intersect with the huge body of knowledge developed within conventional penology. It essentially relies upon very limited information, and therefore equally questionable analysis, about what a prison’s environment is on one hand, and how inmates deal with it on the other.

Most of the time, very little is said about how the individual did in prison, who they interacted with, and the nature and development of their beliefs, spiritual or otherwise. It seems obvious to suggest that gaining an authentic understanding of prison radicalisation requires a thorough insight into these individuals’ prison experience, but also their pre and post-incarceration experiences. Yet it is precisely this exactness that has eluded the vast majority of studies thus far. Furthermore, literature on staff-terrorist offender relationships and the effects of special incarceration policies upon prison staff is still scarce.
INTRODUCTION

The last decade has seen an impressive surge of academic literature dedicated to radicalisation and a multiplicity of research programmes aimed at developing alternative ways of engaging with the issue, evaluating strategies and suggesting policy directions. Almost inevitably the role of prisons became a key focal point, especially within the European context where former convicted criminals conducted attacks. It is often argued that serving time in prison may radicalise inmates, and it is a regular alarmist assumption in the media and among certain scholars alike, that prisons may serve as “school for violent extremism and terrorism”. As such, prisons are very often called “incubators for violent extremism” or “hotbeds for terrorism” and the duo radicalisation/prison certainly became a key focus point among researchers and policymakers alike.

This finger-pointing towards prisons as a prerequisite in order to explain extreme violence has spread quite rapidly up to the point that prison radicalisation is largely portrayed nowadays as one, if not as the most serious threat. Every single European Member State has warned to the seriousness and urgency of the threat that every prisoner could radicalised and that every radicalised inmate could become a potential terrorist recruit. The issue of prison as a particularly favourable environment for violent entrepreneurs became even more salient with the issue of “returnees” since they are systematically prosecuted upon their return from Syria and place in pre-trial detention.

These policy concerns have been certainly reinforced by a rather ordinary yet powerful narrative on prison as a specific criminogenic space, encouraging criminal behaviour among inmates. One could say

4. NEUMANN, Peter R. Prisons and terrorism: Radicalisation and de-radicalisation in 15 countries. The International Centre for the Study of Radicalisation and Political Violence (ICSR), King’s College London, 2010
5. IRWIN, Nathan. The complexity of responding to home-grown terrorism: radicalisation, de-radicalisation and disengagement, Journal of Policing, Intelligence and Counter Terrorism 10(2), 2015, pp. 166-175
6. RENARD, Thomas, COOLSAET, Rik. Returnees: who are they, why are they (not) coming back and how should we deal with them? Assessing policies on returning foreign terrorist fighters in Belgium, Germany and the Netherlands, Egmont Paper, 101, Brussels, Egmont Institute, February 2018. GUITTET, Emmanuel-Pierre, Foreign Fighters under International Law (AFFECT Research Paper, Forthcoming)
that it is a fairly natural response given the thorny history of prison and the conditions within that particular institution. Quite truly, and over the time people have used their time behind bars to develop political positions, writing manifesto, increasing other inmates political or religious awareness and recruiting them into their mode of thinking. In the same way, it is fairly reasonable to say that prisons are rather harsh and hostile environments.

However, and despite being a popular topic, there still remain significant gaps in our understanding of how the prison experience initiated an uninterrupted sequence of events that led ultimately to one's engagement into violent activity. How prison is supposed to set an individual irreversibly down the path of radicalisation and violent activism and therefore what are the radicalising effects of prison, if any? What are the irrefutable evidence of the dangers of prisons and their capacity to breed violent activists?

Assessing the nature of an individual's prison experience, including the role it may have played in that individual's subsequent terrorist behaviour, is likely to be, quite obviously, shrouded in a certain degree of mystery or ignorance.

First of all because prisons and correctional facilities are, by nature, risk averse and security-focused environments where no-one enters effortlessly. Secondly, prison research is both time consuming and requires considerable psychological adjustments. Thirdly, violent "extremist" offenders are not so easily accessible. They may be reluctant to talk openly or may not be allowed or willing to be interviewed at all.

This paper is an attempt to provide an up-to-date assessment of how 'prison radicalisation' has been analysed so far and how it is understood but also, in some respects, misconstrued. The above notwithstanding, it should be noted that it is not being suggested that prison radicalisation in its various forms is not an issue of considerable importance or that recruitment attempts, successful or otherwise, do not occur. The unquestioning and repeated acceptance of supposedly major cases by governments

and analysts alike, however, has concealed just how poor the available evidence of their prison radicalisation actually is.

If countering radicalisation in prison is certainly a challenge, one should be extremely cautious not to reduce the issues at stake within a narrow view of what detentions and probation systems are and how they work from a place to another, but also to consider how these different institutions affect inmates' experiences and behaviours. Actually, detention and probation centres might be a key pre-condition for reducing risk around radicalisation inasmuch they are keen on contributing and reinforcing their rehabilitation and reintegration's missions. Finally, and certainly more importantly, one should also consider that those convicted or on remand for terrorist-related offences but also those considered to be at risk of radicalisation in prison and probation contexts constitute a relatively small-size population.

Given the vast amount of publications and the breadth of relevant issues, this research paper is to be viewed as a synthesis of some of the dominating themes and views in the literature and as an attempt to identify knowledge gaps that would deserve further attention.

---

13. Most of the publications dedicated to the issue relies upon the “stories” of a rather limited number of high-profile cases such as Richard Reid, Kevin James, Levar Washington and Jose Padilla.

14. The numbers of individuals monitored over concerns linked to violent extremism are subject to fluctuation from a detention and probation centre to another. Yet, and all things considered, they are still a small-size population. See BRION, Fabienne, Prevention de la radicalisation dans les prisons. Situations et défis en Belgique (AFFECT Research Paper, forthcoming).

---

IMPRISONMENT AS A TIPPING POINT?

The fact that recent attacks across Europe have been committed by individuals with a criminal past has prompted authorities and researchers to focus their attention on prisons as possible radicalisation spaces but also to develop new strategies in order to prevent and to deal with radicalisation in prison.

As Hamm and Jones underline well, these concerns are often based on limited information about prisoner radicalisation and, as mentioned previously, on a limited number of “positive” cases. The fear that terrorist offenders are determined to turn prisons into training grounds for militant activities is yet to be proved actually. As Jones pertinently concludes,

“prison radicalisation and recruitment for Islamist militant groups are more the exception than the rule and, when

---


prison radicalisation has occurred, the chances of these inmates then being recruited into a terrorist group are slim. In addition, once released, the relationship between these individuals committing acts of terrorism and their time in prison is tenuous at best\textsuperscript{17}.

At the core of this concern about potential radicalisation in prison, there is a double and interlocking assumption that contributes to mar our understanding of the situation and of its prospects. First, the belief that it takes only one determined inmate to commit an attack upon his/her release might not be entirely wrong but leads to construe prison and detention centres as one of the biggest reservoir of potential violence, especially if one considers the growth of the incarcerated population among most European Member States. This calculation reflects a broader precautionary governmental process where the rising cultural prevalence of risk have indelibly transformed our understanding of past, present and future through categories of induction and probabilistic reasoning on the danger to come\textsuperscript{18}.

The second issue is found in the use of prison itself; does it capture a coherent set of practices and situations across the range? The underlying assumption that prison is a dangerous and toxic place where ordinary criminals meet extremists resulting in more deadly forms of violence is actually much more based on collective representations of what prison is supposed to be rather than based on reality\textsuperscript{19}. Much of these considerations that make imprisonment and the prison environment as a tipping point in the understanding of the path to radicalisation, is largely hypothesised and based on general assumptions about prison and on how inmates are supposedly behaving.

Needless to say that prison is a micro-world with formal and informal social rules that differ partly from the everyday world outside. Prison is a restricted environment in which people cannot fully control their lives and have limited choices in everyday life. Rarely do people ever find themselves with such a total lack of resources or point of reference. Prison is based mainly on power and control relationships in which roles are clearly defined. As Kaminski rightly observed, prison life is ritualised; officially through prison regulations and unofficially through the different prisoners’ forms of socialisation\textsuperscript{20}. However, prisons are not entirely separated institutions ruled exclusively by special mechanisms and relationships, since macro-mechanisms and structures of the overall society are very often directly reproduced.

But when considering the issue of radicalisation in prison, rare are the studies that actually pay attention to the various types of prison environment, and how prison regimes, inmate cultures and prison conditions interact. The assumption that prisons are ideal

\textsuperscript{17} Jones, op. cit, p. 95


incubators for crime, and therefore by extension for radical behaviours, does not do justice to the diversity of prison environments (correctional facilities, juvenile detention, ...) and to the different types of prison regimes across our countries and beyond. There are huge differences, not only in terms of capacity, but also in terms of conditions and management, between Karachi Central jail in Pakistan, the prison of Ghent in Belgium or HMP Berwyn, the largest prison in Wales. There are vast differences between correctional systems, including ways of managing and confining inmates, the standards of incarceration, the objectives of punishment and/or rehabilitation, the degrees of control over inmate populations and the levels of staff integrity and professionalism.

With her seminal study on suicides in prison and her subsequent empirical research into prison life and its impact on prisoners, Liebling aptly highlights how some prisons are more survivable than others. When analysing prisoners' values and understanding of their environment, she rightly shows that the 'differences that matter' concern interpersonal relationships and treatment, and the use of authority. These differences in perceived fairness and safety lead to stark outcomes for prisoners. The prison environment includes the physical environment and values, relationships, procedures and policies that constitute the day-to-day functioning of a prison.

These factors shape the prison experience and can provide opportunities to reduce both the risk of radicalisation during imprisonment and the risk of reoffending after release into society. Overcrowding, a lack of staff or poor relationships between staff and prisoners, and poor facilitates — including poor access to meaningful activities such as education and work — can have a negative impact on prisoners.

There is a long legacy of well-informed studies in penology and in criminology on how inmates, regardless of their offence or their prison environment, are affected by incarceration. A well-established literature which is very often ignored. Especially in regards to the issues of religion and conversion in prison.


Prisons, Religions and Conversions

After the case of Richard Reid, who allegedly converted to Islam while at Feltham Young Offenders' Institution in West London and then tried to blow up a plane in December 2001 by means of a bomb concealed in his shoe, there has been an increasing interest in Muslim prisoners all around the Western world. As we underlined previously, coinciding with this growing attention has been an alarmist mass media message that prisons are becoming training camps for future terrorists.

Studying the correlation between inmates' conversion in prison and radical religiosity became quite rapidly a central topic of concern. A concern largely
informed by one practical and anxious question; what can we do to reduce the dissemination of radical religious ideas?

This temptation to link prisoners’ conversion to Islam with terrorist activities is not only dubious but also pernicious. It leads toward a dangerous and misleading essentialism. The main risk of these views, which are mainly based on culturalist approaches and very much simplified versions of identity theories, is to end in reinforcing stereotypes such as the idea that Muslims, particularly men, are more religiously observant than in other monotheistic religion.

This particular cultural reductionism informs quite a number of publications dedicated to the issue of radicalisation in general and radicalisation in prison in particular. In such an anxious-driven political environment where Islam is perceived and portrayed within a so-called clash of values, the risk, even in academic studies, is to end in studying these stereotypes instead of the reality. When addressing and assessing Muslim prisoners and the risk of radicalisation, avoiding this process of essentialisation should be of paramount importance. Yet, and quite dramatically, it does not seem to be the case in the vast majority of publications dedicated to the issue. As if there was some inevitable path from prison conversion to terrorism on one hand, and as if faith behind the bars could be reduced to one in particular.

It is fairly well accepted that many prisoners enter detention with little or no religious calling, but over the duration of their incarceration some adopt a faith. Criminologists have long studied how adopting a faith allows inmates to give purpose and meaning to their prison experience, but also to help them to cope with the harshness of a prison regime. As Brillet highlights, the religious reference is also a resource for action mobilised for other purposes than spiritual ones. Farhad Khosrokhavar points toward the same direction in his

23. Marranci, Gabriele. Faith, Ideology and Fear: Muslim Identities Within and Beyond Prisons; London, Continuum, 2009
study of French prisons where adopting
the faith of Islam is a convenient way to
get protection and to free oneself from the
many dangers of the prison’s universe. Survival in prison is often achieved through strategies and Religion is surely one of those.

Religion as a vector for structuring
prison’s daily life, as a tool to resist logics of depersonalisation and as a way to gain protection has been studied in great details. And most of these studies underline the same pattern; faith in prison is less the result of an intellectual or religious commitment, and much more the result of an emotional processes. Religion, indeed, provides prisoners with some psychological, cognitive and social capital with which to face the difficulties of everyday life behind bars. To be part of a group is quite strategic within prison life and can help to resolve, or ease, everyday issues faced by prisoners. Rituals, such as prayer, help to control emotions and the flux of time, and assembling together, as in the case of a religious congregation, aids the formation of a sense of unity and membership.

Equally, it is recognised that religion and/or ideological commitment can have substantial benefits for inmates, especially for first offenders where incarceration can be a dishearten experience. Furthermore and as O’connor and Perreyclear highlights, in their study into the nature of religion in prison setting, is that as religion intensified prison disciplinary infractions declined.

The above notwithstanding, key to the question is to observe with attention how prison environment and inmates’ experiences of religion are intimately linked: “the often overzealous surveillance, as well as a lack of possibility to discuss ‘controversial’ topics even within the institutionalised provision of Islam inside prison, facilitate the imagistic mode of Islamic religiosity and the spreading of spontaneous exegetical reflection, which undermines the work of professional prison imams”.

Faith, religion and devotion within prison are, quite unsurprisingly, a multifaceted issue and the impact of the prison


35. MARRANI, Op. cit., p. 131
environment is not just symbolic. As Gabriele Marranci aptly suggests, it is the reason why one should appreciate the concept of ‘prison Islam’ rather than ‘Islam in prison’. But also and ultimately, one should not fall into the moral panic about prisoners’ conversion to a particular faith which reflects a broader sense of islamophobia across our societies and understand the differences and impacts between religion, faith and devotion, from a place to another, from an inmate to another.

**GOVERNING EXTREMIST OFFENDERS**

Whereas the very first publications dedicated to radicalisation in prison focused mainly on understanding the risks and dynamics behind prisoner radicalisation, more recently authors have started focusing on more technical challenges, such as risk assessment and classification, management strategies, and rehabilitation and reintegration approaches.

This new trend within the literature dedicated to incarceration regimes and penitentiary policies on one hand, and to the assessment and de-radicalisation measures and programmes on the other hand, is certainly a welcoming one.

The management of higher-risk prisoners and the need to prevent violence from spreading in prisons are nothing but new. They have long been recognised as a difficult problem in prisons but received a renewed attention since 2001 onwards. If, as underlined previously, such offenders are still relatively rare, when their numbers increase these types of prisoners are usually and quite commonly viewed as a potential impairment to the effectiveness and safety of the prison system. The problem is very often divided in two; is it preferable to integrate terrorist inmates with the mainstream prison population or to segregate them? Which process works better to minimise the risk of radicalising other inmates, reduce recidivism, and promote disengagement and, potentially, de-radicalisation?

There has been enormous uncertainty over what works, really. One of the key challenges when governing higher-risk prisoners is to be able to draw a clear distinction between ‘regular’ offenders, ‘wannabees’ and those that can be called ‘radicalised’ or ‘extremists’, on one hand, and on the other, to be able to tell if a prisoner is still dangerous or not.

---

36. **Beraud, Céline, Claire De Galember et Corinne Rostaing, op. cit.**


One of the most serious questions in this area relates to the effectiveness of prison-based programs which are designed to intervene with terrorist prisoners and to either de-radicalise and/or disengage them from violent extremism. This issue has attracted considerable (and growing) attention but good evidence about what works in this area and how remains scarce\textsuperscript{40}.

**Concluding Remarks**

As we discussed previously, a rather important part of the literature dedicated to radicalisation within the prison environment is largely based on the underlying assumption that prison and prison’s experience are essentially a crucial place and moment in the causal and mechanical chain leading to extreme violence\textsuperscript{41}.

It is often the case that a prison experience on the part of a suspected or convicted terrorist is assumed to have played a role in the development of that person’s extremist beliefs and behaviour, even where there may be no compelling evidence to indicate that they even converted whilst in prison. This predisposition, one suspects, finds its roots in general theories of radicalisation based on notions of disaffection, isolation, identity seeking, and counter cultural urges, and the prison environment’s capacity to feed, or exploit, these feelings.

As we have underlined, these overly psychological views on radicalisation seriously impede the possibility to analyse the extremely complex relationship between inmates’ experiences, prisons’ regimes and processes of radicalisation. Path to militant activities is a long and complex one, involving the coalescing of a range of factors where one's experience of incarceration might be of paramount importance\textsuperscript{42}. Yet, if the experience of jail can surely push someone over the edge, it can also discourage someone from taking any further action\textsuperscript{43}.

Quite surprisingly, recent studies on prison radicalisation rarely intersect with the huge body of knowledge developed within conventional penology. It essentially relies upon very limited information, and therefore equally questionable analysis, about what a prison’s environment is on one hand, and how inmates deal with it on the other\textsuperscript{44}.

If one agrees upon the idea that prison is not a static element but a terminal of a larger process of social control which does

\textsuperscript{40}Horgan, J. and Braddock, K. ‘Rehabilitating the terrorists? Challenges in assessing the effectiveness of de-radicalization programmes.’ *Terrorism and Political Violence*, 22/2, 2010, pp.267–291.


not imply a mere exclusion from society, then our understanding of radicalisation should implies looking beyond the walls.

Furthermore and most of the time, very little is said about how the individual did in prison, who they interacted with, and the nature and development of their beliefs, spiritual or otherwise. It seems obvious to suggest that gaining an authentic understanding of prison radicalisation requires a thorough insight into these individuals’ prison experience.

A prison experience that could not be expurgated from an analysis on staff-terrorist offender relationships and the effects of special incarceration policies upon prison staff. Furthermore – and needless to say that leaving prison can be as traumatic as entering it –, much of the inmates’ post-incarceration experiences is also missing or ignored as such. It is precisely this exactness that has eluded the vast majority of studies thus far. Finally, one could not ending such a review without underlining that overcrowding continues to be a severe blight on the record of many European countries in their treatment of prisoners. Strangely enough, this issue is rarely mentioned when studying what radicalisation could be in prison. That is a debate which will take us beyond the parameters of this research paper.
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